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When a Kuwaiti citizen joins any party, organi-
zation or formation, he thinks he did not
betray his religion and that he is an ideal

Muslim. But we must not mix whatever is existing with
the unknown, and religion with dunia (daily life), for it
is no longer beneficial nor does it contribute to the
development of societies, rather to the contrary, reli-
gious revolutions are a regressive factor for people,
where it lock them in the unknown and sell them
promised dreams, deprive them from their freedoms
and recruit them as time bombs for the day when
needed, so the religious state remains and the individ-
ual dies.

The surprises that took place lately may have drawn
our attention to the danger of loyalty to what is above
the country. Yet for every ugly thing, there is a good
side, and the good side at these times is for people
and authority to realize that Kuwait security requires
the criminalization of joining parties or groups that
have interests above those of Kuwait, be it religious or
nationalistic. Kuwait’s interests are its existence, securi-
ty, preservation of wealth and working on its develop-
ment. Any move that contradicts these is against the
country’s interests.

The only resort for the true patriots and sincere
Kuwaitis is the current Kuwaiti Constitution and the
liberal democratic system that believes in human
rights and we must be careful of any attempt to intro-
duce amendments that will compromise freedoms
and the country’s interests.

We hope that state officials work on strengthening
patriotic values, not by songs only, but by criminaliz-
ing all that contradicts with Kuwait’s interests and to
re-write the principle of the patriotic state for citizens,
because the latest incidents say that we may have
become a penetrated ‘gelatinous’ country. May Allah
protect Kuwait from all evils.

— Translated by Kuwait Times

Loyalty is 
for Kuwait

Al-Qabas

By Dr Shaikha Al-Jassi

It is a word used to be heard by us while watch-
ing old Egyptian movies and today we are seeing
it in our daily life around Arab societies. It is that

word which rejected its narrow surroundings and
started to spread and expand until it controlled
most of the world.

Baltaja (bullying) is Turkish in origin and has no
relation whatsoever with Arabic, and it is made of
two parts: “balta” which means axe and “jee” which
means carrier; the axe in Turkey is used to cut or
butcher. That is the meaning and that is the tool
that has been combined with persons who do not
understand the language of dialogue, while theirs
is built on violence, power and screaming. As times
progressed, the bullies became used by some peo-
ple to impose their opinions and control others,
through terrorizing them, harassing and robbing
them of what they have through bullying.

Bullying was that way in the past, and today it
has many forms and types in our societies and
many shapes in our daily life. Yesterday bullying was
with power and violence, but today, bullying is not
limited to narrow roads, but it stormed into many
practical and scientific fields, and invaded family
surroundings also.

There are some people who may not like me
injecting that word into scientific fields and another
may be astonished that I make one of the family
members carry that attribute, yet this is reality.
Bullying was used in the past to terrorize and rob,
but today bullying has another model, for example
if we look to some establishments be them govern-
ment or private, we will find the majority practicing
bullying, be it through ‘wasta’ or by pressuring offi-
cials to promote an individual even if he does not
deserve it. So does this not mean bullying? Another
example has to do with the family, where we find a
family member asking for too much, and the family
may not have it or cannot bring it to him, so he
threatens screams and breaks things around the
house, until the family gives in to his demands. Is
this not called bullying?! Many of what we see all
day proves to us that we are living in the era of bul-
lying. “There is enough water for human need, but
not for human greed.” - Gandhi

— Translated by Kuwait Times

Bullying
Al-Anba

By Nermin Al-Hooti

Al-Anbaa

Swindlers charged
Hawally prosecutor ordered that a citizen and an
Egyptian lady be charged with swindling and ordered
their arrest. The lawyer of a VIP woman told Jabriya
police that his client met an Egyptian woman and a cit-
izen and they convinced her to purchase a villa in
Turkey for a very good price, suggesting that it would
be a profitable investment. The lady paid the two KD
60,800, then discovered that there was no villa. 

Crime
R e p o r t

Expats hold drug
police hostage 

KUWAIT: Farwaniya police freed a team from Drug Control
department who were held hostage by a group of Asian
expatriates in Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh. A call came about the
detention of the team in a Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh house, so the
house was stormed and the team was freed. The group of
Asians was arrested. Further details were not immediately
available.

Money, watch stolen
A Kuwaiti man accused a Filipina woman of stealing KD
4,500 and a Rolex watch. A case was filed for investigations. 

Kuwait’s interests are its
existence, security, preserva-
tion of wealth and working
on its development

KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House (KFH) has
patronized the second enlightening meet-
ing for The National Union of Kuwaiti
Students (NUKS) UK and Ireland Branch.
The meeting was dedicated to the stu-
dents admitted in the vacancies plan so as
to educate them on the latest develop-
ments of the educational process in Britain
and Ireland. This move emanates from
KFH’s social responsibility and endeavor to
support the students and the youth by
sponsoring their events and activities. 

The enlightening meeting formed a
platform to presenting valuable informa-
tion about the most important universities
in the UK and Ireland, illustrating educa-
tional systems, residency circumstances,
main requirements to enroll at universities
and so forth.  It’s worth noting that KFH, the
strategic partner of the NUKS-UK and
Ireland, is keen on beefing up ties with the

students and the youth. It continues its
efforts to motivate students for successful
future planning that ensures prosperous

future for the country as this significant
segment in the society represents the main
pillar in future comprehensive growth.

KFH patronizes NUKS
enlightening meeting

Seven years have passed since the signature of the
Six-Point Ceasefire Agreement which was signed
between Russia and Georgia on August 12, 2008

ending the military aggression of Russia in what today is
known as the August 2008 Russia-Georgia War. The
Agreement was brokered by the EU French Presidency
and it was signed by presidents of Georgia and Russia.
After seven years, the Russian Federation remains in full
disregard of its international obligations under the
Agreement and continues to occupy two regions of
Georgia - Abkhazia and Tskhinvali region/South Ossetia.
Instead of withdrawing its forces to their pre-war posi-
tions, as set out in the Ceasefire Agreement, the Russian
Federation has reinforced its military bases, illegally
deployed in Georgia’s occupied regions,  through
installing heavy offensive equipment and increasing the
number of military personnel.

In a move to “legitimize” her illegal military presence
on the ground and perpetuate full effective control over
the Abkhazia and Tskhinvali regions, on August 26, 2008,
the Russian Federation, in blatant violation of the
Ceasefire Agreement, as well as other commitments
under international law, recognized two regions of
Georgia as independent.

As a result of military aggression, creeping annexation
and occupation policy, systematically implemented by the
Russian Federation regarding the territory of Georgia,
between 1991 and 2015 several hundreds of thousands of
persons were expelled from their homes to become IDPs
and refugees and they have been deprived of their interna-
tionally recognized right to a voluntary, safe and dignified
return to places of their permanent residence. They are
denied the freedom of movement, the right to property,
the right to family life, the right to education in the native
language and other rights.

Human rights
The situation with the human rights on the occupied

territories remains grave and requires immediate attention
from the international community. Since the August War of
2008, the international community has been calling on the
Russian Federation to bear responsibility for violations of
human rights in the territories of Georgia which are under
Russia’s effective control. The utmost concern is caused by
the fact that no international monitoring mechanisms
operate therein since the mandates of the UN and OSCE
Monitoring Missions were vetoed by the Russian
Federation back in 2009. The EU Monitoring Mission,
deployed in Georgia immediately after the War, is still
unable to monitor the situation in Abkhazia and Tskhinvali
regions as provided by its mandate, while the representa-
tives of international organizations are persistently denied
access to occupied territories. 

In the recent period, the Russian Federation has under-
taken steps towards the creeping annexation of Georgia’s
occupied regions through signing the so called “treaty on
alliance and strategic partnership” with its occupation
regime in Sokhumi (24 December 2014) and similar “treaty
on alliance and integration” with the Tskhinvali occupation
regime (18 March 2015). 

Both documents are directed against the sovereignty
and territorial integrity of Georgia and constitute the factu-
al annexation of Abkhazia and Tskhinvali region, as they
implement for their full integration into social, economic,
administrative institutions and - most importantly - military
and security space of Russia. 

Another flagrant violation of the Ceasefire Agreement is
the so-called borderization process, undertaken by the
Russian occupying forces along the Administrative Border
Line, which further aggravates the humanitarian situation
in the region and creates the new wave of displacements.  

State border
The installation of barbed wires and banners identifying

the “state border” along the occupation line has significant-
ly affected the livelihood of the local population, blocking
their access to their agricultural lands and potable and irri-
gation water systems. Residents are prevented from visit-
ing local cemeteries and reaching emergency medical
services. In certain segments the barbwire fence intrudes
in the territory controlled by the Central Government of
Georgia, leaving behind the houses and farmland of the
local population. 

The Government of Georgia remains committed to
ensuring decent conditions for all IDPs, however, the only
durable solution for them, is a voluntary, safe and dignified
return to their homes. Georgian government reiterates its

commitment to the Geneva International Discussions and
expresses continuous readiness to constructively address
all issues pertaining to its agenda, in order to ensure secu-
rity and stability on the ground and promote the funda-
mental rights of the local population. However, despite
constructive measures from Georgian Government, the
Russian Federation remains intractable on the key issues of
the agenda of the Discussions - in particular, Moscow refus-
es to undertake legally binding commitment to the non-
use of force in response to Georgia’s pledge, obstructs the
discussions on establishing international security arrange-
ment inside the occupied territories and continues the
politicization of purely humanitarian issues, first and fore-
most the return of IDPs.

Georgian Government views the unwavering and deci-
sive support of the international community as the key fac-
tor of the stabilization process and calls on distinguished
Governments and UN member states to reinforce efforts to
compel the Russian Federation to comply with its interna-
tional commitments and obligations in full accordance
with the norms of international law.

Exhibition
The Georgian Embassy organized a photo exhibition

which focuses on one of the most challenging humanitari-
an problems of the modern world - displacement. In 2014,
the total number of people internally displaced by armed
conflict and violence worldwide was estimated to be 38
million people - the highest figure ever recorded by
Geneva based Internal Displacement Monitoring Center.

As the topic of forcible displacement tops the interna-
tional agenda, these photographs tell a story of approxi-
mately half a million of IDPs and refugees from Abkhazia,
Georgia and the Tskhinvali region/South Ossetia, Georgia,
victims of the several waves of ethnic cleansing.

The plight of the IDPs in Georgia dates back to the early
1990s, when hundreds of thousands of Georgian citizens of
various ethnicities had to leave their homes as a painful
consequence of the conflict. The situation of IDPs on the
ground has further deteriorated after the Russia-Georgia
War in 2008 which resulted in a new wave of forcible dis-
placement of tens of thousands of people, particularly
from Tskhinvali region/South Ossetia, Georgia, dividing
families and causing further pain and hardship.

Ongoing installation of barbwire fences and so called
“state border” signs along the occupation line causes nega-
tive implications on the livelihoods of the local population
and compels local families to leave their houses, thus creat-
ing yet another generation of IDPs.    

The photo exhibition aims to contribute to an increased
awareness on this very important matter and ultimately
make us think how the international community can con-
tribute to the lasting solution to the problem.

Ambassador of Georgia to Kuwait Roland Beridze points at a picture displayed at a gallery at the embassy.

Press statement from the
Embassy of Georgia in Kuwait

KUWAIT: Ambassador of Georgia to Kuwait Roland
Beridze is pictured during a press conference held at
the embassy yesterday. —  Photos by Joseph Shagra

Committee disagrees
with World Bank

subsidies study
KUWAIT: A government committee tasked with re-
evaluating subsidies formed a subcommittee to study
proposals on how to reform the policies of all types of
subsidies and benefit from international experience
on that regard, informed high-ranking sources said.

Meanwhile, other sources said the subcommittee
has already studied three technical offers from Kuwait
Institute for Scientific Research (KISR), World Bank and
Ernest and Yong.

Concerned authorities believe that what has been
offered by the World Bank and KISR does not meet
with the specifications to achieve the set goals, most
important of which is to rationalize subsidies instead
of canceling them, the sources said. 

They added that Ernest and Young’s offer was the
best one, and was sent to the main committee head-
ed by Deputy Prime Minister and Finance Minister
Anas Al-Saleh. — Al-Anbaa

Students and Members of the NUKS with KFH PR team.


